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Superiority of Product
THE
salesman who bases his efforts
on sound doctrines insists on goods,
terms, deliveries, and policies which will
satisfy customers. Fantastic advertising
and forceful selling talk will often dispose
of goods, but the loyal customer who sticks
is the one who is satisfied with what he
receives. A n d the satisfaction usually
has to do with the quality of the goods,
price in its relation to quality, prompt
compliance with arrangements as to delivery, and expectation of fair treatment in
case of dispute.
But fundamental to all is quality. Test
one by one the other elements of satisfaction. What good are price and terms
if they are not backed up by quality?
What is to be gained by promptness in
the matter of delivery if the goods have
to be rejected because they are deficient
in quality? Is a customer with a demand
for certain goods interested in an adjustment of any kind if the quality is such
as to prevent the sale of the goods? One
by one other considerations fade into the
background, leaving quality as the chief
element of satisfaction.

So in accountancy, while fairness of
compensation, prompt execution of work,
and square treatment of the client in
every respect are important, they become
faded and dim in comparison with good
work. Other elements of satisfaction are
incidents to goodwill; good work is vital.
Ethical publicity, designed social intercourse, studied geniality, or even commercial advertising and open solicitation
may be the means of obtaining engagements for an accountant. Only good
work will hold a desirable clientele.
Accountancy is a profession, and observance of ethics prevents the accountant
from doing many things which commerce
accepts without question. There are certain principles, though, which apply to
professional practice as much as to selling
coal or iron. A t the foundation of all
business relations involving the exchange
of goods or services lies one unassailable
truth—quality will tell.
Quality in coal is expressed in terms
of thermal units. Quality in iron is
measured by strength and durability.
Quality in accountancy should exemplify
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honesty, integrity, and the intelligent
application of technical skill.
The possibility of success of any professional
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firm, like that of any business house,
is measured by the superiority of its
product.

